
J.H. TARAPORE SCHOOL 
STD.VIII                          ENGLISH  LANGUAGE  WORKSHEET (2020-21) 

Write the following in your English Language notebook.( This year you will maintain the same notebook for 
Composition and  Language work)  

I.  Comprehension (Guided English Book: Chapter 1) 

  1.  Read the chapter ‘ Stories from Homer’ and answer the questions that follow. 

   ( Q.no’s .1,4,5,8,11 and 12 to be done in the English Language notebook)  

 2. Give the noun forms of: 

      i. strong      ii. perfect     iii. wise 

3. Give the adjective forms of: 

      i. mercy      ii. affection     iii. Courage 

4. Give the meanings of: 

     i. guard      ii. dragged         iii. feasting 

5. Make sentences with: ( Not less than 10 words) 

     i. surprised   ii. bravely   iii. believed   

II.  Write the topic ‘Single Words for Phrases’ in a fresh page and start writing in the  same notebook. (Refer your 
Students Companion book to answer.) 

 (One has been done for you) 

1. A brief summary of a book -       epitome    

2. One who leaves his country to settle in another.   

3. Writing that is easy to read. 

4. The plants and vegetation of a certain region. 

5. Absence of rain for a long period. 

6. A disease widely epidemic. 

7. The square courtyard bounded by buildings. 

8. The place where the athletic exercises are performed. 

9. One who draws and plans the design of the building. 

10. One who compiles a dictionary. 

11. A number of people at church. 

12. The history of the life of a person. 

13. Wasteful in spending. 

14. Goods carried out of a country.  

15. The sleeping room in a college or an institution. 

 



J H TARAPORE SCHOOL 

STD VIII WORKSHEET 5 (2020-2021) 

VOCABULARY 

INSTRUCTIONS: DO THIS WORKSHEET IN YOUR ENGLISH LANGUAGE NOTEBOOK. 
Complete the following Proverbs with the help of your textbook ‘STUDENTS’ COMPANION’. 
Write their meanings too. Ensure that you do your work neatly. 
Q 1. Complete the following: 

1. A bad workman _________________________________________________. 

2. ______________________________________is never welcome. 

3. A flower blooms_________________________________________. 

4. A good name is better than _________________________________________. 

5. ________________________nor borrower be. 

6. A man is known by _________________________________________________. 

7. Actions speak _______________________________________. 

8. _____________________________________ come to those who wait. 

9. ________________________________ saves nine. 

10. An idle mind is a____________________________________. 

11. All that glitters_________________________________. 

12. __________________________ is a good mirror. 

13. _____________________________________ makes Jack a dull boy. 

14. Any time means__________________________________. 

15. All that glitters_________________________________. 

Q 2. Complete the following Similes in your notebook along with the meanings. Take the help of your textbook 

‘Students’ Companion’ : 

1. As cheerless as _______________. 

2. As feeble as _______________. 

3. As faithful as ________________. 

4. As gloomy as ______________. 

5. As contagious as _________________. 

6. As cool as ________________. 

7. As glorious as __________________. 

8. As heavy as __________________. 

9. As green as ______________. 

10. As cosy as _______________________. 

11. As cunning as ___________________. 

12. As honest as ____________________. 

13. As crisp as _______________________. 

14. As fit as ____________________. 

15. As hollow as ___________________. 

 

 You know about one syllable words like ‘love’, ‘hate’, ‘help’, ‘sleep’. 

 There are two syllable words like: ‘hap-py’, ‘doc-tor’, ‘mo-ther’, ‘sis-ter’ 

 In the same way, in your ‘VOCABOOK’- make ten words which have three syllables- also, separate the 

syllables by giving spaces between each syllable.  

 EXAMPLE: ‘Extension’ and it would be divided as depicted ‘Ex-ten-sion’. 

--------------------------------------------------xxxxxx------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 



J H TARAPORE 
ENGLISH WORKSHEET (2020-2021) 
STD VIII (ACTIVE-PASSIVE VOICE) 

ALL THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE WORK SHOULD BE DONE NEATLY IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE NOTE BOOK. DO THIS 
WORKSHEET ALSO IN YOUR ENGLISH LANGUAGE NOTEBOOK. 

 
Q1. The following sentences are in Active Voice; change them to Passive Voice. Write “No change” if you think the 
voice  cannot be changed. 
 

1. He writes a letter. 

2. They go to school every day. 

3. He doesn’t paint the wall. 

4. Why are you crying? 

5. Did the mechanic fix your car? 

6. You should do your homework. 

7. Don’t talk so loudly. 

8. They are painting their house. 

9. We have finished  our work. 

10. Will you watch television tonight? 

11. I am not going to work today. 

12. He has been teaching English for ten years. 

13. When are you going to buy a car? 

14. Who taught you the active and passive sentences? 

15. She had cleaned the kitchen. 

16. We will have eaten dinner by the time you get there. 

17. People speak English in the USA. 

18. Would you rather learn English or French? 

19. You must not come late to class. 

20. She has to pass the test. 

 

Q2. Fill in the blanks with the articles 'a', 'an' or 'the’. Put a cross (X) in the blanks where these articles are not 
required: 
 
1. _______ old shopkeeper works too hard in _______ shop. He is on his feet _______ whole day long, serving 
_______ customers, and climbing up and down ______ stepladder to get _______ things they want. What he needs 
is _______ long rest and _______ assistant to help him in _______ shop. 
 
2. All of them went to ______ picnic near ______ waterfall at Green Valley on ______ Saturday. 

3. I brought along _______ loaf of bread and _______ tin of sardines for my lunch. I also had _______ apple, ______ 
orange and _______ tomato. But I forgot to bring along _______ knife and _______ can-opener. So, I ate only 
_______ apple, _______ orange and _______ tomato for _______lunch. 
 
4. When I woke up early in ______ morning, I saw _______ fine mist covering ______ hills and trees. But ______ 
hour later, ______ mist had disappeared, and ______ sun was shining brightly. 
 
5.  As he was going to school, he met with ______ accident. He received _______ bad bump on _______ head and 
was taken to ______ hospital in _______ ambulance. 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------XXXXXXX------------------------------------------------- 
 
 



            J.H. Tarapore School (2020 – 21) 

Std VIII                               Physics Worksheet    

                                                                       Topic -  States of matter 

  Answer the following ( in your notebook). Refer to the video sent last week. 

1. Mention any 5 properties of solids. 

2. Mention  any 5 properties of liquid. 

3. Why do ice floats on water? 

4. A glass of cold drinks  weighs the same before and after melting ice.Why? 

5. Name the gaseous form of dry ice. 

6. Mention the melting point of ice and freezing point of water. 

7. Mention the temperature at which water evaporates. 

8. What is a freezing mixture ? Why is it used in making kulfi? 

( refer to your text book for Q no. 6,7,8) 

9. Give two examples of each of the following change of state of matter 

a) Solid state to liquid state 

b) Gaseous state  to solid state 

c) Liquid  state to gaseous state 

d) Gaseous state to solid state 

10. Give two examples of each of the following 

a) Monoatomic molecule   b) diatomomic molecule    c) polyatomic molecule 

11. Define force of adhesion and force of cohesion. Give one example of each. 

12. Two ice cubes can be joined with each other by simply pressing them against each other .why? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



    J.H.TARAPORE SCHOOL 

STD VIII   MATHS WORKSHEET NO. 7    DATE- 

TOPIC- DATA HANDLING AND THREE DIMENSIONAL FIGURES 

(BASED ON THE LESSONS TAUGHT IN THE CHANNEL NEWS 18 BANGLA BY THE COUNCIL) 

Watch the given links carefully before answering the give questions. 

https://youtu.be/BPrVAT_x1f4 

https://youtu.be/R6m8OQAQzPk 

Question 1  Write the definitions of the given terms from the above videos in your NOTE BOOK.  

You can also take the help of your Maths text book. The terms are Pictograph, Tally marks, Mean, Median and Mode. 

Question 2  To be done in the Maths note book. 

Represent the given data in the tabular form under the given headings. 

2,3,2,4,4,4,6,6,6,7,9,3,3,9,9,6,6,7,8,4,5,3,2,5,3 

Value(V) Tally Marks Frequency(F) Sum (S)= F X V 

    

Also calculate the mean, median and mode ( Refer to the links) 

Question 3  To be done in the Maths note book 

With reference to the above links complete the table 

THREE DIMENSIONAL 
FIGURE 

NUMBER OF FACES NUMBER OF EDGES NUMBER OF VERTICES 

CUBE    

CUBOID    

SPHERE    

CYLINDER    

CONE    

PYRAMID    

 

 

https://youtu.be/BPrVAT_x1f4

